DATCP Spill Response Flow Chart

Is DATCP first on scene?

- Yes
  - Is the situation an emergency?
    - Yes → Call 911
    - No → Is spill above reportable quantities?
      - Yes
        - Identify RP. Notify DATCP (if not aware). Have the RP call the DNR hotline. Inform RP of responsibilities & have RP sign responsibility sheet.
        - Should RP hire a consultant?
          - Yes → Provide RP with Lab list & Consultant list.
          - No → Work with RP. Collect samples for DATCP lab analysis.
      - No → Handle under ATCP 29 and/or 33

- No → Is spill above reportable quantities?
  - Yes
    - Identify RP. Notify DATCP (if not aware). Have the RP call the DNR hotline. Inform RP of responsibilities & have RP sign responsibility sheet.
  - No
    - Are samples below the clean-up goal?
      - Yes → Work with DATCP office on remaining issues (such as soil disposition).
      - No